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OHAPl'ER I

INTRODUCTION

Henry Barnard, founder of state school systems
and first United states Commissioner of Education,
labored that the common school might be "common as
the light and air because its blessings are open
to all."l _- .

There is an old saying that things seen are mightier

than things heard; and Milton said: "To know that which be

fore one lies in daily life is the prime wisdom." It was
2

upon these two facts that the school journey was based.

A journey in relation to sohool life, should not

mean an outing or recreational period indulged in after
3

school or during a week-end. A school journey should

mean a method or program of teaching. It was interpreted

in this thesis as a regular, definite aid in the program

of teaching with an important funotion to perform in the

developmental lesson; it was a lesson in which pupils were

taken from the schoolroom to the aotual souroe of information.

1
G. Bromley Oxnam, "Ethical Idealism in a Changing.

World," National Education Association Journal, XXIV (April,
1935), 111.

2
Estelle Owens, "A Practioal Aid to School Excursions,"

Childhood Eduoation, XIX (December, 1932), 146.

3
. Anna Veronica Dorris, Visual Instruction in the

Publio Schools (New York: Ginn and Company, 1928)-;-p:-60.

..' ", ..
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Here they personally observed closely, handled if nec

essary, and gathered first-hand information regarding

places, objects, and processes.

I. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study-is two-fold: (1) to

learn the progress made in the use of the school journey

as an educational device; and (2) to compare the activities

of the schools of Clinton Township, Vermillion County,'

Indiana, with the many published examples.

II. THE PROBLEM

Through the use of accumulated data, activities, and

devices, aided by the many experiences of pioneering teachers

who had used the school journey as an educational device,

the writer has tried to show, in the words of C. F. Hoban,

that "Of all types of visual aids, the school journey is one
4

of the most valuable and important."

The specific problem was: How did the use of the

school journey in Clinton Township, Vermillion County, Indiana,

as an educational device rank in efficiency with those achIeve

ments referred to in this thesis?

4
C. F. Hoban, "The School Journey as a Visual Aid,"

School Life, XIII (October, 1927), 32.
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III. METHOD OF STUDY

IV. THE SCHOOL JOURNEY JUSTIFIED

The acquisition ot knowledge by means ot the printed

page involves dependence upon textbooks very largely on the

part ot the pupil. Many teachers tail to appreciate the

tact that printed and oral words are not ideas. Betore

words can mean anything, they must be translated to mental

images.

A strong recommendation tor school-journey practice

has been the faot that it is a cooperative enterprise.

Teaoher and children join in the projeot. The ohild is the

aotive agent; the teaoher, the wise oounselor and skillful,

guide. Through the teaoher's generalship, initiative oan

be stimulated, powers ot selt dependence cultivated, and

the sohool journey made an ettective tool in achieving the

objeotives tor whioh sohool work is intended.
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V. A NECESSARY UNIT

1. Opportunities of the journey lesson. The jour

ney lesson often offers unusual and rare ,opportunities.

In the first place. the formal schoolroom atmosphere is

left behind. and the teacher and the pupils meet ,on common

ground with a common interest. The school-teacher cloak is

dropped and. probably for the first time. the pupils discover

that their teacher is a real human being. like mothers and

big sisters and brothers. Here in the great open. are

opportunities for intimate acquaintance. and teachers often

discover in some of the most backward boys and girls never

dreamed-of latent interests and abilities. There is seldom

opportunity for such informal intimate contact and opening

of hearts to one another in any classroom as are found in

the school journey. This alone justifies and encourages

a more extensive use of the journey lesson.

In the second place. the various types of journeys

vitalize classroom problems and tend to relate school work

to life out of school. Thus. these concrete experiences

form a better basis for motivating school work.

In the third place. the journey offers unusual op

portunity for good citizenship training. Where trips are

well organized. the class is divided into groups or com

mittees with a leader or chairman of each. Special duties
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and responsibilities are assigned to each group. Members

of one small group may act as business managers. If the

class is going to a factory or museum, pupils should make

preliminary trips or write letters to arrange for a con

venient time, and they should secure guides or experts

to give needed information. Letters of appreciation should

be sent after the trip. Another committee may be responsible

for transportation and may arrange for car service, the

loan of automobiles from mothers, or special busses. Thus

th~ handling of the journey develops initiative and respon

sibility in pupils.

2. Advantages of the Journey lesson. Among the

advantages claimed for the school journey are the following:

1. It shows natural phenomena in their proper

settings.

2. It tends to blend school life with world sit-

uations; puts children into direct touch, under learning sit

uations, with things, persons, movements, relationships, en

vironments, occupations, tendencies, trends, and functionings.

3. It stimUlates interest in natural as well a~

man-made things and situations and enables pupils to know

intimately their environment.

4. It involves the consideration and solution

ot problems arising trom individual and group participations
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in natural social situations.

5. It affords opportunities to develop keen

ness and accuracy of observation and to experience the

joy of discovery.

6. It sets up a challenge to solve and thus

stimulate constructive and creati~ethinking.

7. It helps children to organize their knowledge.

8. It develops initiative and self-activity; it

makes pupils active agents rather than passive recipients.

9. It provides helpful practices and thereby

cultivates the habit of spending leisure time profitably.

10. It serves to arouse ambitions and determine

aims.

3. Values of the Journey lesson. There are at least

five distinct values in school journeys which the elementary

school cannot afford to overlook. They are as follow:

1. Trips provide a means of enriching the ex

periences of the pupils. By trips to civic centers, to

rural industries, to urban industries, to newspapers, to

banks, and to commercial offices, boys and girls have an

opportunity to become acquainted with the work of the world.

Superficial as this contact may be, it is better than no

contact at all. Trips to museums, libraries, and higher

institutions of learning give pupils some contacts with

educational opportunities beyond their own school. Many
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pupils leave elementary school without any conception of

the educational opportunities which lie ahead in other

schools or in agencies outside the schools. One of the

problems of the elementary school is to help pupils attain

some conception of how education may be continued in both

schools and through other agencies.

2. Trips provide experiences out of which the

school activities become more meaningful. For too long the

school aotivities of children have been isolated from the

out~ide world. Trips are one means of bringing the outside

world into the school and of taking the school into the

world. Through this oontact with the activities of the

world, reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, science,

history, geography, and all other SUbjects of the elementary

school curriculum may take on life and become more meaningful

to children.

3. Trips provide an opportunity for children

to explore the world about them and to broaden their in

terests under expe~t teaoher guidance. A trip to the park,

to the beach, to the woods, to the city hall, or to the

faotory with a skillful teacher will help children to see

and to understand their environment. Such trips without

the guidance of a good teacher are often meaningless. Some

times direct instruotion may be used on trips but usually

the method is one of skillful guidance where the individual
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interests and aptitudes are allowed to play an important

part.

4. Trips are a souroe of information for ohildren,

information direotly obtained. Seeing a thing first-hand,

hearing the noise of the maohinery, feeling the heat of the

furnaoes, and smelling the odors-of the plants is quite a

different proposition from reading about them or seeing

still or motion piotures of them. Appreoiation and attitudes

are built up through direot oontaots that oannot be obtained

in.any other way. Moreover, through trips ohildren oan be

guided into sensing the value of obtaining information di

reotly through first-hand oontaot with situations. There

is no substitute for suoh methods.

5. In making field trips there is always a real

opportunity for ohoosing, purposing, planning, exeouting,

and evaluating on the part of the pupils. Often there is

an opportunity to ohoose between several trips, in whioh

ohoioe the purpose of the trip should be oonsidered. Always,

there is present the opportunity for planning the trip,

oarrying it through, and evaluating it from many angles.

Sohool journeys are not artifioial but are real experienoes.

It is in this oonneotion with real experienoes that ohildren

are able to ohoose, to purpose, to plan, to exeoute, and to

evaluate with some realization of what is happening.
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VI. CORRELATION WITH STUDI:BS

The modern sohool is inoreasingly emphasizing the

importanoe of learning through oonorete meaningful ex

perienoes and observation. By this is meant that deduotive

prooesses have not been abandoned or that book learning has

been disoredited. Teaohers are, however, reoognizing that

study should be linked olosely with experienoe and that

understanding is perfeoted, interest heightened, and r~

tention faoilitated by the praotioe of the prooess of

studied observation, both within and outside the sohool.

The sohool journey is one of the ways in whioh observation

outside the sohool is emphasized.

The journey has the advantage of permitting the

exeroise of the sense of touoh, whereas of all the other

visual aids probably only one, the motion pioture, exoels

it in its wider range of subjeot-matter.

Can a valley be as effeotively taught from the

printed page as from an eminence where pupils can view a

real valley and come in direct touch with life situations

as they function there? The words of the textbook can

describe building stones, minerals, et cetera, but a visit

to a quarry or mine or even specimens of marble, granite,

brick, limestone, iron, lead, zinc, and other ores, which

the pupils may handle, supplemented with pictures of the

prooesses by which they are made into shelter materials
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or useful commodities, render concrete the instruction

and contribute the vital element that makes the study

interesting.

Literature will be enriched and the desire to read

stimulated through literary rambles. Nature poetry should

be read in the presence of nature-: .the trees,the flowers,

the scene, the thing described. Visits to homes of authors,

their respective places, and to the spots that inspired

their writings will give added. interest. Bookshops and

libraries, where manuscripts and rare books may be seen,

are also helpfUl avenues.

Music like literature, deals with nature, birds,

flowers,trees, mountains, and streams. A visit to these

and to the home and the workshop of the composer gives the

pupil an understanding of the setting of musical productions.

Attendance at concerts where the leader communicates his

feelings and ideals to his orchestra, and the members in

turn give expression to this through their instruments;

or where an artist interprets a vocal or instrumental

composition, enables the pupil to appreciate, through

the combination of the eye and the ear, the beauties and

meanings of music.

Mathematics should be vitalized through outdoor

lessons that involve practical measurements, and through

motivated concrete problems rather than abstract compu

tations. Arithmetic offers rare opportunities for field-work.
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The sohool journey is indispensable to effeotive

work in nature study and soienoe. These subjeots need

visits to museums, zoologioal parks, botanioalgardens,

examples of struotural engineering, ohemical and other

manufaoturing plants, eleotrioal works, radio stations,

telephone bUildings, and airplan~ fields. Botanioal and

astronomioal rambles develop nature lovers. Miss Olson

gives an exoellent example of what oan be done with a

botanioal journey in an artio~e whioh is found in the
5

jo~nal, Ohildhood Eduoation.

Miss Olson related: A journey into a boggy marsh

will hold boundless surprise for the pupil at every turn.

A very brief journey will bring the pupil beside a pitoher

plant, that oarnivorousspeoies designed to oatoh and digest

inseots. Careful exploring of the interior of the pitcher

dis~loses firm hairs bent inward to imprison the inseots

that attempt to drink at the bottom of the pitcher. Instead

of hopping over tiokly meadow grasses, here the pupil will

walk over a solid bed of breath-taking mosses, exquisite

in design and prolifio in variety. The wild oranberry will

be found, too, a beautiful trailing vine with its delicate;

5
Ellen M. Olson, "Nature Experienoes and Sensory

Learning," Childhood Eduoation, XVI (Ootober, 1939), 58.
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infinitesimal leaves and handsome pink blossoms. Here the

pupil will oome to a whole bed of snowberrysending delioate

vines over the moist moss. Sundew in beautiful designs

will have embroidered eaoh tiny soallop or land adjoining

the softer oozeo This trip will reveal how the idea of

oommeroial terraria beoame popularo

Next on this journey the pupil will oome upon one

of the most dazzling sights imaginable. a olump of prioe

less. pink lady-slippers. He must get down beside this

growing bouquet and appraise it from all angles for full

appreoiation of its beauty. These first-hand aoquain

tanoes with nature eliminate all worry oonoerning the

pioking and oonsequent elimination of suoh rare speoies.

Appreoiation of the beauty of this plant by pupils will

help to eliminate the vandalism of ruthless pulling. No

arrangement of lady-slippers however artistioally planned

for household deooration. oould ever equal the beauty of

these gems in their natural setting of tamarack. oedar.

and spruoe.

Suddenly the pupil will be startled from his rapt

oontemplation by a soft. paddling sound in the oozy part

of the marsh where a muskrat is trailing proudly through

with her young. Beoause of the patient onlookers. she

moves on undisturbed. Now above the pupil. a swoop of

great wings, and a belted kingfisher has retrieved a frog.
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And what a view of him as he swings on a piece of vine!

At first glimpse the pupil will be impressed with his

handsome coloring and the power expressed in his deft

fishing. This dignified and sturdy angler with the pom

padour crest will inspire a cordial respect from the pupil.

What surer introductions than these could one have for
6

building interest in the natural sciences in the pupils?

The school journey offers a rich field for voca

tional education. Commercial subjects will be made prae

tical through visits to office buildings, pUblic enterprises,

transportation departments, institutions, industries, et

cetera; places where commercial activities may be seen and

studied first hand. Industrial and agricultural classes

will profit by visits to mining enterprises, farms, manu

facturing plants: places where the mechanic, the artisan,

the 'operator, and the expert may be seen at work.

Inspection trips have been adopted rather generally

by shop teachers everywhere as a part of the course of study

in practical arts work. As a method which assists teaching

in shop or classroom, it appears to be an adequate instrument

by which first-hand acquaintance of socially important factors

can be given. It is agreed to be the purpose of school

6
Ellen M. Olson, loc. cit.
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There was a deoided tendenoy at the time of this

study to bring industry under oloser observation of layman

and of sohoo1 ohi1dren. Chambers of Commerce made industrial

information available and tried to stimulate interest in local

industrial enterprises. Industrial concerns themselves at

tempted to further the education of individuals in connection

with manufacturing, with the aim to make the layman a more

inte11eotua1 consumer. More should be known about the materials

from whioh the goods one buys from day to day are made; the

sources of materials; their oost oompared with that of other

7
Herbert Co Ruokmick, "Inspeotion Trips Through

Industrial Establishments," Industrial Arts Magazine, XVII
(July, 1928), 248. -
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materials; and the kind of workmanship involved in making

the finished article. All of these are evaluations which

one has to make as a member of society, and perhaps one could

make them better, if he had the advantage of inspection trips

through some of the modern industrial plants.

Frequently industrial field trips are conducted in

a haphazard manner. Pupils and teachers alike seem to regard

these excursions as a bit of holiday entertainment. Under

such conditions very little good is attained by these trips,

as much precious time is lost, and many invaluable opportunities

for instruction are missed.

The industrial visitation, however, may be made a

most valuable part of the shop or drawing course. Prop

erly conducted, these visits possess much guidance value.

These should also give the pupil industrial information,

and add to his fund of general information. No course is

complete, nor can it be called completely successful, unless

it is tied up to an industrial counterpart. What pupil in

mechanical drawing, for instance, will not be thoroughly in

terested when he sees draftsmen at work using the same tools,

materials, and equipment that he himself is using in school?

The pupil will not, however, notice all the similarities

that exist between the school and the industrial drafting

room unless these things are definitely called to his at

tention." Many of these things done in the school drafting
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room which seem futile and useless to the pupil take on

a new meaning when he sees them done under an industrial
8

environment.

The industrial trip is a valuable and effective

method of broadening the pupil's outlook and helping him

determine for himself, if possible, just where he can fit

into the industrial employment world to the best advantageo

A pupil who possesses a knowledge of the various kinds of

jobs available in local industrial plants has a decided

advantage over one who has no conception whatever of in-

dustrial work. It is easier from the standpoint of guidance

to determine where the pupil can or will "best fit" into

a particular local industrial plant when he has been inside

that plant and knows something about the various jobs and
9

their future possibilities.

The knowledge which the pupil possesses of a certain

kind of work and his attitude toward it are factors that can-

not be overlooked in efficient and successful placement of the

pupil in local industries. Industrial trips, therefore, are

8
E. C. Whittick, "Making the Industrial Visit Worth

While," Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, XXI (March,
1932),88.

9
stanley S. Radford, "The Industrial Trip," In

dustrial~ and Vocational Education, XXV (July, 1936),
208.
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important. In addition to their value in guidance work

these trips contribute directly to the pupil's knowledge

of drafting, machine-tool operation, shop methods, processes,

and the like. Much valuable technical information may be

acquired and recorded by pupils taking brief notes on such

trips for future reference.

VII. OBJECTIVES OF THE SCHOOL JOURNEY

It is doubtful whether any individual is a pronounced

aUditory, motor, or visual type. One consequence of these

differences has been the attempt to label different people

with respect to their prevailing type of imagery. Among

the types named were the visualizers, the aUdiels, and the
W

motiles. As studies on imagery continued, however, it

turned out that the type of imagery employed by anyone

person might vary with the nature of the task and that

there were a great number of intermediate cases. As a

matter of fact, the number of intermediate cases became

so great as to lead Thorndike to say:

Instead of distinct types there is a continuous
gradation. Instead of a few 'pure' types or 'many'
mixed types, there is one type, mediocrity. Instead
of antagonism between the development of imagery

10
Coleman R. Griffith, An Introduction to Educational

PSiCh010gy (New York: Farrer and RInehart, Inc;; 1935), p.
27. .
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from one sense and that from other senses there is
a close correlation.ll

At the very earliest ages the aUditory method of

presentation is probably better. However, as age increases,

by the beginning of elementary school training, perception

becomes more complex and word of mouth is best augmented

by other sources for better teaching. The functions of

the school journey are many, but here they were grouped

under three general headings: (1) Economical, (2) Social,

and (3) Ethical.

1. Economical. The school journey, school excur

sion, or field trip, as it has been variously termed, has

brought children into direct contact with objects of knowl

edge and hence given opportunity for initial correct concepts.

The school journey should be regarded as a major visual aid

because: (1) It effects an economy in time of teaching. (2)

It develops from the beginning correct concepts.

Of prime importance in a consideration of the school

journey, is the fact that it makes available to teachers a

wealth of material without cost, or at very little cost,

to the school district. Furthermore, seeing an object or .

11
E. L. Thorndike, Educational PSiCholO~; (New York:

Columbia University Press, 1914), Vol. II ,po 4.
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process results in clearcut mental images which reduce

the need for sUbsequent remedial instruction. Time may

be saved also in launching a problem by means of the school

journey, because the attention of the pupil is attracted

without delay. After a problem has been studied, a review

can be facilitated in the claSsro6m with other materials

and aids. Inasmuch as the curriculums have been crowded

with activities intended to enable the child to keep pace

with a rapidly moving society, .time-saving is not the least

important function of the school journey.

2. Social. The consensus of opinions among edu

cators has been that the new or revised curriculum should

be more sociological and less pedagogical. There has been

a pronounced feeling that the school has been too remote an

institution; that there should be a closer blend between

the school life and that of the world. The tendency has

been to organize school activities around life situations.

Thus, the school journey has been a valuable medium to

blend the life of the school with that of the world.

When pupils come face to face with human beings

toiling in hot, stifling factories, when they actually talk

to those workers and see under what conditions they labor

day after day in order that people may have bread to eat,

shoes and clothes to wear, they begin to understand ap

preciately and think sympathetically regarding economic
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and social problems.

It girls and boys are to be trained tor good citi

zenship, they should be given concrete experiences in what

good citizenship meanS. Dry uninteresting lessons in civics

and history should be vitalized by well-planned trips to the

tire department, the police department, the city hall, the

courts ot justice, the postotfice, and it possible to the

state legislature, also Congress. It is like witnessing a

great drama, to sit in the gallery of a legislative hall

and look down on well-known senators and representatives

in their accustomed places debating calmly or excitedly,

as the case may be, the merits or demerits of some important

bill. Such an impressive experience is sure to provoke a

keener sense of appreciation of good government, and may

greatly lessen the disposition to criticize its organization.

A half hour spent at a congested traffic corner,

studying the difficult problems of the traffic police, would

certainly tend to lessen violations of traftic laws. Even

primary children should be taken to the neighborhood fire

department and police station. Many pupils, because of

home training, are afraid ot these officers. Here they

would learn to know these public protectors as friends.

Not all communities are blessed with such wonderful

collections of educational exhibits as Chicago, Boston,

New York,· Philadelphia, st. Louis, Milwaukee, San Francisco,



school journey has been to give the learner true mental

images or concepts, at the time he first learns of an
;1
!I object or process. A teacher cannot be certain that his
')
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and several other cities; but there is scarcely a city

of any size that does not pride itself on a museum of some

sort. In many of these pUblic museums children not only

have the opportunity to study relics of the past natural

history and habitat groups, but they hear illustrated talks

on particular SUbjects, such as the customs and activities

of the Pueblo Indians of Arizona and New Mexico, or the life

and habits of seals.

Each type of visual expe~ience has its contribution

to make. No picture can take the place of a personal con

tact with the living animal or exhibit. As the child sees

the lion, the giraffe, and the other animals walking, eating,

and stretching, he is able to correct impressions of size,

build, color, and habits. However, these animals are out

of their natural environment, so that the experience is' not

complete within itself and needs to be supplemented by other

visual means.

3. Ethical. One of the chief functions of the

verbal description will convey the correct impression,

especially if he finds it difficult to compare the object

being described to something with which the pupil is already

familiar. The difficulty is removed immediately when the
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Jl function of vitalizing instruction is in itself sufficient
jj
$1 justification for the expense and effort involved in the

school journey.
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pupil is able to view the subject in its natural state.

The mind of a child would remain blank if it re-

ceived no impressions through the sense organs. The mind

is dependent upon the sense organs for its development.

It, therefore, follows that a function of the school journey

is to increase the number of impressions received through

sight, hearing, and feeling. The more accurate image the

learner acquires about anything, other things being equal,

the better will he understand it. For example, in any

fie~d of natural science a pupil should become able to

visualize a large number of specimens. The wider his

sensory experience is in this respect, the better his

grasp of the field, other aspects of learning remaining

constant.

The school journey facilitates learning and very

likely aids retention because it intensifies impressions.

The visual-sensory transmission of the impressions of form,

size, color, motion, or other characteristics of the SUbject

of study has a strong appeal and causes the imagery to be

come firmly imbedded in the mind.

The school journey adds life to the learning proc

ess by making experiences real rather than verbal. This
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VIII. DEFmITE PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS

OF THE SCHOOL JOURNEY

Among the definit.e purposes for which school journeys

or field trips may be conducted are:

1. To serve asa preview of a lesson and for

gathering instructional materials

2. To create teaching situations for cUltivating

observation, keenness of discovery
.

3. To encourage children to see and to know

the things about them

4. To serve as a means of arousing specific

interests; as in birds, trees, art, or history

5. To supplement classroom instruction, for a

specific lesson in arithmetic, civics, geography, or litera

ture

6. To verify previous information, class discus

sions, or i~dividual experiments

The school journey gives experiences with concrete

things. Giving such experiences is in itself an important

function inasmuch as it combats the typical classroom ten

dency to become too abstract. Unless words convey definite

meanings, they do not stimulate correct thinking. The

school journey gives definite meaning to many words and

thereby combats verbalism, or the Use of words without at

tention to thought.
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The first step in arousing interest is to attract

the attention of the pupil. The school journey achieves

this step in a rapid and effective manner. It is likewise

of value in building and sustaining a lively interest as

the unit progresses.

Enough has been said to indicate that the school

journey does vary classroom activity. The teacher may

sometimes have this as a chief purpose, although it is

usually incidental to such purposes as motivation, vi

talization, enrichment, or clarification.

IX. TFSTING PROGRAM

A diplomatic testing program adds to the evaluation

of the school journey. Such a program must stimulate in

terest and further research concerning the itinerary. The

teac~er as a guide should promote relevant discussions and

frequent correlations with classroom activities.

Relating the school journey concretely to the childts

life experiences is an essential phase of such a testing

program. Frequent current reports concerning the points

visited broadens the childts viewpoint. Thus the world

at large is a part of his personal experiences.

The writer does not recommend a detailed testing

program but believes that the evaluation is an essential

phase of the activity which is included in a later discussion.
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x. TESTIMONIALS

The following testimonials reveal the reactions

of different individuals who were interested in the school

journeys made by the schools of Clinton Township, Vermillion

County, Indiana:

1. The field trip, .as a major educational
method of teaching is essential in that it arouses
in a child vital interests for the enrichment of his
life. It helps him to grow, enlarges his world and
heightens his appreciations. A child engages in
this new experience and relives old experiences
in such a way as to add new meanings. He is placed
in a situation where thinking becomes a necessity
and learning takes place.

---A Primary Teacher

2. One of the most effective and pleasant
yet simple means of presenting civics is offered
by our educational trip to Indianapolis.

---An Elementary Principal

3. Through educational tours, it is possi
ble to establish a sense of comradeship between pupil
and teacher. Mutual respect and confidence can be
'fostered. Teachers and pupils ride on the same bUs,
sing songs and discuss what they have seen and ex
perienced during the trip. This feeling of comrade
ship between pupil and teacher is invaluable.

---An Elementary Principal

4. The school journey as an educational de
vice is very valuable. Of all methods of teaching
I consider it the most economical as compared to the
social-civic and educational results.

---A High School Teacher

5. Alert, progressive teachers are realizing
that a well-planned carefully prepared and managed
school journey to places of historical or industrial
importance is a valuable aid to instruction and an
effective and interesting means of learning by vi
carious experience.

---A Lawyer
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6. In the teaching of social studies I con
sider .the school journey an indispensable teaching
device. The actual contact gives a meaning and a
purpose to sUbject matter that abstract thinking can
never completely accomplish.

---An Element.ary Teacher

7. Educational tours as taken by various
groups of our township.schools have been made a
part of a well-rounded school program. These tours
have been made to points of greatest interest in
Indiana.

I have observed the classroom preparation
prior to a tour as well as the discussion upon re
turn. Worthwhile objectives were always realized.
I am glad to indorse such educational tours as have
been sponsored by the schools of our township.

---Superintendent of Schools

8. An educational trip to Indianapolis was
recently made by the seventh and eighth grade students
of the Centenary school. Among the places visited
were the school for the blind where Dr. S. M. Whinery
conducted the group through the building. They visited
the second grade room and observed the class in its
regular school work. The blind children wrote the
names of the children in braille and presented them
to the guests as souvenirs. They were also given a
card with the braille alphabet and a braille book.
'The next visit was at the World War Memorial and
statehouse where Governor M. Clifford Townsend greeted
them and gave a short talk. From there they went to
the Claypool HOtel where they were guests of Radio
Station WIRE and attended the audience program of
the Farm and Home Hour; they saw and heard the farm
hands and the announcer, Pete French, and while in
the studios Harry Bason entertained them with several
numbers on the novachord. Other points of interest
visited were William H. Block's store, The Soldier
and Sailors Monument and the Lyric Theater.

---The Daily Clintonian

9~ A school journey is a very practical
addition to the course of studies taken by our
children, especially in a rural community such as
the one 1.n which we live. .

The children, under care of intelligent guides,
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can see, hear, perhaps touch objects which other
wise have little meaning when read about in books.
Some children gain much, some l~ttle, but all gain
some reserve information, gained in an enjoyable
fashion, to apply to their school work at some
future time.

---A School patron
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CRAPI'ER II

HISTORY OF TEE SCHOOL JOURNEY

People must be taught to get their knowledge, as
far as possible ,not from books, but from the earth
and sky, from oaks and beeches.

The above quotation from tlie writings of Johann Amos

Comenius, one of the great educators of the world, reveals

that the idea of the school journey is by no means new. The

beginning of the use of the school journey probably ante

date4 the era of articulate language. Undoubtedly it was

the outgrowth of what was the most primitive of educative

methods. In the very earliest of times, boys were taught

to hunt, fish, and make their weapons by the men of their

tribe, and the girls were taught to cook by the women. This

little bit of teaching, carried on through imitation, ob-

servation, and participation plus the necessary language

explanation, was similar to the school journey of current

times. According to history, Jean Jacques Rousseau has

been credited with the origination of the idea of the

"school journey". If this is correct, he possessed there

in the strongest claim on the gratitUde of succeeding
1

generations. Rousseau had among his distinguished and

1
"The School Journey in Germany," The Spectator,

LXXIX (August 28, l89?), 268.
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immediate disciples Pestalozzi and Froebel. These names

are also very closely linked with the school journey.

Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi was a Swiss philanthropist

and a reformer in the field of education. 'After years of

successful teaching in various places, he opened a school

in the Castle of Yverdum, which the government had placed

at his disposal. He exerted a powerful influence on edu

cation and laid the foundation for a more rational system

of elementary instruction which·has come into existence -

in Europe.

Froebel, 1782-1852, was the founder of the kinder

garten. He was an instructor of note in the Frankfurt

schools. One summer Froebel took his pupils on a fourteen

day tramp, each boy carrying his own knapsack, to visit

Pestalozzi at Yverdum, a Swiss village. The boys studied

birds, geology, and flowers on this journey. During this

journey Froebel and Pestalozzi formed an acquaintance that

has linked their names for all times with the history of

the school journey.

1. Grecian history 2! school Journey. Very little

concerning the school journey was found in the very early

history until the time of Aristotle and his followers. The

Greek Peripatetics furnished a striking example of teacher

and pupil groups going direct to the natural situations for

first-hand knowledge. In that age it was a common sight



2. Germany's ~ of the sohool Journey. As far

baok as the 1890's it was extremely oommon in Germany to

find definite teaohing taking plaoe outside the sohool

walls. Not only in the gardens often attaohed to the sohools

was teaohing oarried on, but in the neighboring forests, where

~ the ohildren were instruoted in observation of the local forms

~ of plant and animal life. Expeditions requiring the wholeI day were taken into the forests or on a mountain side with

a view of extending and fixing the pupils' geographioal

30

in Athens and its environs to see the venerable Soorates

and his disoiples here and there in the praotioe of ob

servation, disoussion, and meditation.

knowledge of the oountry around them, and developing their

interests in historical events that had ooourred in the same

distriot. Their teaohers direoted them in "what to see and

how to see it." All that was admirable, and so far as is

known, has had praotioally no oounterpart in the United

states.

In 1930 the sohool journeys of Germany were the

medium through whioh ohildren were getting definite prao

tioal knowledge about Germany. Sohool journeys were used

in oonneotion with every sohool subjeot. The oountry in

1930 was in the grip of a thoroughly organized and ade

quately finanoed movement through whioh the pupils were
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getting first-hand information through experienceso

All elementary school pupils of Germany at the end

of the eighth year must, under a law of March, 1934, spend

one year in the country. This year is called the "Landjohr".

In 1937 twenty-two thousand pupils under 1,800 teachers had

this experience.

3. England's systematic ~ of the school Journey.

It was in England that the school journey was first placed

on an organized and systematic plane. In 1905 school journeys

received official sanction in England, and in 1908 the London

County Council made subsidy provisions for them in its school

codeo As a result of this impetus the British School Journey

Association was organized. In this association were banded to

gether, for mutual helpfulness, all the British schools and

teachers interested in and making use of school-journey proce

dure. The association pUblished an annual, ~ School Journey

Record, whose pages contained much valuable information on all

phases of school-Journey activities. While England had what

was considered the most completely organized school-journey

movement, many European, some Asiatic, and some African

countries used this instructional medium on a large scale.

4. Japan's universal ~ of the school Journey.

Japanese school children crowd the trains in the early summer

and again in October and November to go upon school journeys.
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All th~ boys and girls of Japan go upon school journeys,

for, following out the theory upon which their very ef

ficient system of education has been based, no child was

properly educated unless he had a first-hand knowledge

of a considerable part of his own country, and had seen
2

at least the most famous and beautiful of its sights.

The theory was that every child was a stranger in the

world and that it was the function of education to intro-

duce him to his human and material surroundings, and to .

put .b.im in touch with the means by which he might train

himself to be of use to his country.

Elementary education in Japan was free, compulsory,

and coeducational from six to twelve, and in the last two

years of the elementary course a great many school journeys

were made. They took an equally ~portant plaoe in the-high

school course; one could not enter a museum or picture

gallery without finding a number of older girls "beca,talogued"

and "note-booked", studying and comparing, and from time to

t~e referring to the curator. But the journeys which were

made by the elementary school children of eleven and twelve

were of interest in particular, and awoke admiration in a

2
A correspondent of the London Times, "School Journeys

in Japan," School ~ Society, XLII (August, 1935), 300.
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preferred to wear Japanese dress whenever possible, but

European olothes were oompulsory in all government posts

and were usual in the oities during business hours.
3

The London Times' reporter notioed partioularly

three hundred little girls of ten to twelve years old

who trudged along rather wearily in the hot sunshine with

"ruoksacks", water bottles, and drinking oups jingling

A oorrespondent of the London Times, 100. oit.
3

oorrespondent of the London "Times". As this oorrespon

dent's oomments are pertinent to this study a short review

of his observations follows.

In Nara, a very anoient town onoe the oapital, and

still surrounded by unspoiled parks of great extent, there

were a number of historical and beautiful temples. Groups

of school ohildren visited Nara in Ootober to see the maples

in their full glory of soarlet and orange; six of the sohools

were found in the park. There were two hundred or three

hundred pupils in eaoh group, acoompanied by only two or

three teachers. Sometimes boys and girls went upon their

journeys together, but more often separately. They all

wore European dress; the boys, black ootton uniforms, and

the girls, navy blue tunios, brightly oolored jerseys, and

felt hats of orude oolor. When they left school they

J
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on their backs, and carrying huge black umbrellas on their

arms. These girls were lodged in Nara at one of the simple

Japanese inns, and in the evening rollicked about making

a great noise until one of the teachers came and settled

them down to their note-writing. The next day when seen

at the temple they would show no signs of weariness, but

listened eagerly to a lecture on the history of the temple

and its significance in the national religion. Then the

teacher called upon the gods of ,the shrine to hear them,'

and the girls clapped their hands to make sure of securing

their attention, and then reverently and fervently offered

their prayers aloud, with a. simple confidence that was

characteristic of Japanese children. Later they were

joined by hundreds of other boys and girls in a picnic

ground reserved for schools. It was a lovely place,

situated at the foot of a sacred hill, backed by cedars

and fringed with gentians. They sat on their heels and

straw mats in little groups, drinking green tea from

handleless cups of delicate china, provided at the picnic

ground. Most of them ate fish or meat hash, which they

scooped up rapidly from little tin boxes with chop sticks.

They chased the sacred deer or played with them, rolled

them down the sacred hill, bought terrible looking ices,

and brightly colored sweets and then, with immense energy

characteristic of the Japanese, were, after their restless
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interlude, ready to tramp round until six in the evening,

visiting more temples and museums, when they were hurried

off for a bath before their evening meal.

At Nagoya, a port of over a million population in the

china manufacturing district, the reporter noticed a party

of boys. About noon they were seated on camp-stools beside

the very picturesque and dirty river, drawing boats of a

pattern of three hundred years before. They were intensely

absorbed in their work, mastering the rates, but although

trav~l was less than a penny a mile at the ordinary rate,

the journey cost a good deal, for the pupils were taken

far from their homes, sometimes from the north island to

the south, and they stayed away a week or ten days at a
4

time.

5. Enterprises similar to school journey in the

United states. There was no School Journey Association

in the United states, and there seemed to be very little

expression of general interest among teachers for the

advantages in teaching made possible by such a cooperative

effort. However, in America there were a number of enter

prises directed toward the same goals as these laboratory

4
Rosalind Cassidy, "Youth Journeys and the Social

Studies," Recreation, XXXII, (April, 1939),44.
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'methods found in other countries.j

I In the United states the 1937 summer announcements
I

·1 of the Youth Hostel Association not only showed a varied

schedule of trips to Europe but described a new innovation
5

called "The Rolling Youth Hostel," which through the courtesy

of railway representatives made available a tourist coach

outfitted with cooking equipment and room for bicycle storage

and a hostel mother and father charge. Groups coming East

left San Francisco and those going West left Montreal.

For two months they traveled 10,000 miles at a cost of

$195.00, circling from the Canadian Rockies through Cali

fornia and back the Southern Route with Grand Canyon, Sante

Fe, and Salt Lake City inclUded. The Hostel remained on

a side-track whenever journeys by bicycle were desired •
.,

At the time of this study the United States was

in a-period when not only the new leisure challenged the

schools but one in which the needs of a new and changed

world challenged the schools. There was a need for newer

things to carryon; an extension of school experiences

through direct experiences in short and long journeys;

with trailers; country and city homes; youth hostels,

both stationary and rolling; periods of living and working

in city and country; and in the United States and abroad

5
Rosalind Cassidy, loco cit.
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with broadly traine~ and _energetic leadership citizenship

education was seen as broader, deeper living in varied

experiences. This brought deeper and wider understandings

of ones' self in relation to others all the way trom nursery

school to adult years, a continuous process as long· as one

lived.

It required only seven days of trumpet blowing
to level the walls of Jericho. How many years will
be required before the last vestige of "academic
isolation" is torn from around the elementary-school
classroom?6 . -

The idea of first-hand contacts with the real things,

as has already been shown, was not new to education. Cer

tainly since the time of Comenius there has been a contin

uous stream of major and minor prophets of the need of

reality and genuine experiences in school life. Rousseau,

Pestalozzi, and Froebel made their respective contributions,

and t-heir influence was reflected in the early educational

developments of Pennsylvania educators o William Penn was

an exponent of visual instruction. He was a believer in

the value of observation and in learning by doing. Benjamin

Franklin was also a visual educationalist. He was the first

American cartoonist and advocated journeys to neighboring

plantations, that "the methods of farmers might be observed

6
"Excursions and Field Trips," The National Elemen

tary Prinoipal, Thirteenth Yearbook, XI~(June, 1934), 273.
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and reasoned upon." This type of instruction was common

in the early days in the United states.

At later dates in the United states educators such

as Mann, Barnard, Sheldon, Parker, and Dewey have helped

to break down artificiality, isolation, and pretence in

education. The school journey, while only one of many ways

of introducing reality and objectivity into instruction,

has great possibilities in the modern elementary school.

Progressive schools in Russia, permany, England, and other

countries have turned to the journey in a manner which has

suggested that American educators might well re-examine and

re-evaluate this vital aid to enriched learnings.

The school journey has been a type of educational
7

procedure which has been neglected in America. The reasons

seemed to be various. Teachers were unfamiliar with ito.

They' did not know how to plan a journey or make it a worth

while piece of work. They had been prevented from attempting

the school journey because of the rigidity of the school

administration with its definite class hours in a definite

place, with its factory-like system of procedure from eight

in the morning until four in the afternoon. In order to taKe

their pupils outside the schoolroom, they would have to unwind

7
Zoe A. Thralls, "The School Journey," The Elemen

tary School Journal, XXVIII (December, 1928), 2~
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yards of red tape, see several supervisors, explain again

and again, and finally brave the oritioisms of an unthinking

and unknowing publio and of less energetio teaohers. They

have not felt that the outoome would be worth the trouble.
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CRAPI'ER III

FACTORS IN THE SCHOOL JOURNEY

, '

The whole school life should be one unbroken
flow from one fresh interest and one new delight
to another. and the rate of that flow ought to be
different for each different child'.l

Since the educational system has been so developed

that one factor by itself would not determine the efficiency

of any method of imparting knowledge to the learner. it .has

been generally believed that a few factors might be disre

garded. However. in the analysis of the educational system,

it will be discovered that the factors involved are too

numerous to enumerate. Nevertheless, if there is to be a

well rounded and efficient system of training, all of these

factors. from time to time. should receive due consideration

as individual cases demand. These factors. as they were

considered in this stUdy, were grouped under four general

headings: (1) teacher, (2) child, (3) school, and (4) the

community.

I. TEACHER

In a true sense the role of the teacher is that
of a skillful guide who is directing the journey

1
G. Bromley Oxnam. "Ethical Idealism in a Changing

World." National Education Association Journal. XXIV (April,
1935), No. 4.
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of those whom he teaches. If they are to make prog
ress in the right direction, certainly the guide should
hold the destination clearly in mind.2

As with an artist, success in teaching lies in a

sensitiveness to what is worthwhile, and in" holding the in

terest for the particular age level. The teacher should be

a student of child psychology and should include all children
3

in the group.

Mr. Van Osdel stated the abilities of some teachers

very nicely. He said:

" I believe that there are some teachers who can
bring the dead to life and make a sUbject interesting
for the average student. 4

If teachers would first determine the objectives of

instruction, they could determine whether the school journey

would contribute toward the attainment of the objectives and
5

whether it would lend itself to the attainment of their goals.

Teachers are so eager for children to learn, but too

2
J. G. Umstattd, Secondary School Teaching (New York:

Ginn and Company, 1937), p. 40

3
Margaret A. Lindquist, 'fA Film Aided Cleanliness

Program," ~ Classroom Film, II (June, 1936).

4
Edgar B. Van Osdel, "Teaching Tricks in Historical

Geology," School and Society, XLII (October, 1935), 540.

5
Charles F. Hoban, Charles F. Hoban, Jr., and samuel

B. Zisman", Visualizing the Curriculum (New York: The Cordon
Company, 1957), p. 24. ---
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often so unimaginative about what is involved in the learn

ing process, envisaging it primarily as an adult-proffered

gift of words and ideas to be accepted by the child and

molded into his being. If teachers could be a little 'less

meticulous about presenting factual material and a little

more alert in uncovering the potential learning material

in every-day experiences, they would make better teachers
6

for young children.

Most adults of this teaching generation have been

limited by having been brought up in a tradition of imparting

information rather than in the giving of experiences. The

method of teaching through words has been not so much a

conviction as a habit. Many teachers have admitted readily

the power of direct experience to fix an idea or clarify

thinking or sharpen an image. They have acknowledge that

these experiences, although not book-learned, have been of

value in their own educative processes.

Teachers have become so learned that they have for

gotten that, in addition to ears, children have eyes and nose

and fingers, and that these are sensitive instruments for

learning. Education for even young children has become so

ooncerned with the "whatness" of experience that the "howness"

6
Jessie stanton and Evelyn Beyer, "Firsthand Experi

ences and Sensory Learning," Childhood Education, XVI (October,
1939), 53.
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has frequently been omitted altogether. There has been

a tendenoy to desoribe physioal phenomena in visual terms

only; to say "a rabbit has long ears," when so muoh more

oould be added to the rabbit image by providing the op

portunity for a use of other than the visual senses. First

of all a live rabbit should be provided rather than a pioture

of one; then through questions an expression of sensory

images should be stimulated: How does it feel? How does his

nose move? How does he eat? Looking, feeling, listening

are followed by vivid reaotions to the direot experienoes

of a live rabbit: suoh reaotions expressed in oomments suoh

as these:

1. "He wiggles his nose, but not a sniffle

sounds."

2. "He's soft, soft as baby feathers; he feels

like'fur puffing on my hand."

3. "His ears are slippery with hairs and pointy

and pink inside, really pink."

4. "He has wet eyes."

5. "He hops with long, pushy legs."

Children who had suoh experienoes in suoh terms had

really learned.

II. CHILD

The truth should not be lost sight of that the objeot
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of all professional efforts is the ohild, his needs and

interests. Enthusiasts are likely to beoome so absorbed

and interested in theories and attraotive devioes that they

seem to lose sight of what it is all about; namely, the
7

ohild.

For the elementary sohool ohild of 1940, the study

of the world about him oonstituted a most vital part of

the sohool ourrioulum, sinoe it was almost a fundamental

axiom that every person should understand his environment

in order to oope suocessfully with it. To help children

in the aoquisition of this knowledge and understanding

teaohers and supervisors of elementary grades planned their

course of study around the central idea of the ohild living

in an ever-widening environment.

III. SCHOOL

First, in this stUdy, a consideration of the function

of education in the pUblic school according to the current

thought was made. In discussing this problem Herbert Spencer

said:

How to live?--this is the essential question for
us. Not how to live in the mere material sense only,

7
Anna Verona Dorris, Visual Instruction in the Public

Schools (New York: Ginn and Company, 1928), p. 8.
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but in the widest sense. The general problem which
comprehends every special problem is the right ruling
of conduct in all directions under all circumstances.
In what way to treat our body; in what way to treat
our mind; in what way to bring up a family; in what
way to manage our affairs; in what way.to behave as
a citizen; in what way to utilize all those sources
of happiness which nature supplies--how to use all
our facilities to the greatest advantage to ourselves
and others--how to live completely?8

If this philosophy is accepted as the goal of edU

cation, it is evident that the pUblic school should organize

its curriculum and methods of procedure to meet definite~y

the need of child life; namely, the opportunity to develop

happily and normally. Public school education should, there

fore, be not only practical but also appealing to the child;

and in order that it may be appealing, children should be

allowed to participate in interesting experiences which

are natural to life outside the school.

The school has an increasingly heavy responsibility

in preparing boys and girls to meet intelligently problems

of the highly complex social order. The world of the learner

has become vast in scope; new areas of study, new critical

issues are constantly appearing. There are countless facts

to be assimilated into generalizations, the tools for thinking;

there are new controlling appreciations and attitudes to be

8
Herbert Spencer, "What Knowledge Is of Most Worth,"

Education, Intellectual, Moral, and Physical (New York: D.
Appleton and Company, 1907), pp.-rr-12.
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Education should keep pace with these demands. Not

only the objectives and materials for instruction but the

techniques and devices of teaching should undergo a con

tinuous process of appraisal and improvements if the edu

cational system is to be efficient- in achieving its purposes.

The scientific and technological advances have created new

mediums of communication which should be scrutinized for

their possible contribution. Every device for bringing

reality to the learner and for enlarging the scope of

learning should be explored for its possibilities. In the

scrutiny of methods and devices for attaining modern ob

jectives of education it is important to consider the new

mediums of communication which have resulted from scientific

and technologioal advances.

IV. THE COMlvIDNITY

Important as are visual and aUditory aids in the

classroom. they oannot take the place of pupil experience
~ :

II in many real-life situations. While some kind of direct
I'

Ii experience can be obtained within the school, other kinds

I

9
M. Bodshaug and M. R. Brunstetter. "The Place of

Sound Films in Instruction. ft Eduoation. LV (october. 1934).
88.
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should be sought beyond the school walls. The development

of broad social insight and of cooperation for the common

good calls for first-hand study of community improvement.

In science and nature study also the out-of~doors environ

ment offers superior opportunities for concrete and purpose-
. 10

ful learning and for the growth of-appreciation.

Curriculum enrichment of a different kind should be

contributed by individuals and agencies in the local com

munity. The varied background and interests of adults

should be used to extend and vitalize the school experiences

of ohildren. Theaters, play centers, radio stations, and

other institutions should help teachers directly through

their educational and recreational programs.

As is evident throughout this thesis, community

resources were used as a wide variety of school activi

ties.' This part of this chapter gives special considera

tion to the possibilities of this field.

A community is a group of families living within

fairly definite boundaries and using many social institu

tions in common. It probably will be universally accepted

that one of the most important purposes of the school has

10
An editorial comment, "Making Use of Community

Resources," National Elementary Principal, XVIII (January,
1939), 449.
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been to improve living in the community.

There were those, however, who maintained that the

study of a particular community was too narrow and confin

ing. The writer saw no conceivable basis tor such a point

of view. The culture of the people comes to a focus in the

local community. From this center-the pupils may reach

out in all directions to the remotest people and the re

motest country. In time it may be possible to reach back

into the past and forward into the future. It may also

be necessary at times to delve deeply into all the reser

voirs of systematic knowledge.

In this belief that every community would offer in

valuable opportunities for curriculum enrichment, this stUdy

has discussed the school activities through which such op

portunities could be efficiently utilized.

V. UTILIZATION OF SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

1. 1& Minnesota. The Minneapolis school system had

an organized field-trip service for teachers and pupils. The

program involved the participation of over thirty thousand

children a year. A field worker devoted full time to providing

helps for teachers, arranging for transportatiori, and making

11
Henry Harap, "Scope of an Effective School Program

for utilizing Community Resources," National Elementary
Principal, XVIII (January, 1939),450.
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contacts with institutions to be visited. The service

was supplied at the request of the individual teacher.

Some teachers seemed to have the impression that

the making of a school journey was an independent activity

to be grafted upon the curriculum. Nothing was further

from the truth. Any contacts that· children made with the

community were an integral part of a particular learning

enterprise. Sometimes the environmental agencies, materials,

and conditions were brought int0 the classroom to good

advantage. There was a constant flow of activity to and

from the school building.

In connection with the work of the department of

social studies at the University of Minnesota, an exper

iment in pupil study of community life was carried on in

cooperation with several communities of that state. Each

teacher formulated a general picture of his community. In

one rural center, the children's inquiries began after the

rural mail carrier had talked to them and gradually spread

to include a comprehensive stUdy of the postal service. In

an isolated rural community, a broad interest in American

history grew out of a stUdy of how the local people happened

to make their homes in Minnesota. The fifth grade in the

laboratory school at Moorehead state Teachers College ex

plored the evidences of Roman contributions that were then

being used. They took pictures of pUblic buildings and
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bridges. The state attorney talked to the children on

the elements of Roman law in Moorehead courts.

2. ~ Clev.eland.. A unit of work as carried on in

a Cleveland school on the purification of water involved

various environmental contacts. Some pupils in a Cleveland

school wished to study. the city· water system. They in

vestigated the intake of water in the school building and

in their own homes. From the telephone book they found.

out how the department of public utilities was organized,

and a diagram of the organization was made. A letter was

written to the division of water and heat asking for printed

materials and for permission to visit a filtration plant.

The study of the leaflet supplied by the division led to

the problem of reading water meters. The inquiry made it

necessary to use first-hand sources of information, such

as government pamphlets, city reoords, newspapers, letters

from officials, maps, charts, and blueprints. The trip

to the filtration plant led to an extended inquiry planned

by the children. They asked many questions, and these

were later recorded in class. They brought back samples

of untreated water and alum. ~uestions arose later which

had to be answered by study or by sending letters of inquiry

to officials.

A referenoe to the purity of rain water re~ulted

..
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~
j in an aotual experiment in washing hands in rain water
J

f and in ordinary oity water. A pupil brought in a water
j
'I bill. and the olass reoomputed it on blanks seoured from
~

the division of water and heat. The filtration plants,

pumping stations. and reservoirs oomprising the water supply

system were indioated on an outline map prepared espeoially

for this purpose. This map was also used to show the route

followed in going by automobile to the filtration plant

visited. On the basis of a blueprint furnished by the

filtration plant. a oomplete diagram was made showing

olearly the eight steps in the prooess of purifying water.

The oomplete unit involved the following direot oontaots

with the oommunity: oorrespondenoe with oity offioials;

use of the publio library; use of doouments; and a field

trip to a filtration plant. It also inoluded the oonstant

use of materials and equipment from the home, shop, and

publio buildings.

3. In a rural oommunity. In a rural oommunity an

interest in, and a responsibility for, the oommunity in the

preprimer or vooabulary group was awakened by aoquainting

the ohildren with the train that passed by the sohool prem

ises and with the depot that was a short blook away. The

teaoher took the six-year-olds out to see the train as it

passed. Returning to their olassroom. they reenaoted the
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drama ot the moving train in rhythmio play and in build

ing with their blooks • They built the traoks, the engines,

the oars, the depot, and the garage (roundhouse) tor the

engines. When problems that oould not be solved in the

olassroom oame up the group took another walk, made oloser

observation and investigation ot the real railroad, and re

turned to the room to oontinue the planning and operation

ot their own railroad~ Through these aotivities the ohildren

learned to express themselves m0re satistaotorily; they

learned new words and phrases whioh would be inoluded in

oooperative stories as the group advanoed toward reading

readiness; and they learned something important about their
. 12

out-of-sohool environment.

VI. PLANNING AND FUNCTIONING OF SCHOOL JOURNEY

1. Planning of sohool Journey. Detailed planning

is essential if sohool journeys are to be of the greatest

value. Not only should the teaohers arrange for the trip

and prepare the pupils for it, but they should know in ad

vanoe some of the ways in whioh the journey experienoe oould

be utilized when the olass returns to the sohool. While it

is impossible to foresee everything that may develop, oareful

12
Anna B. Young, "Some Experienoes in Using Community

Resouroes," National Elementary Prinoipal, XVIII (January,
1939),458.
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planning will help the children to get the most out of

the trip itself and to make maximum use of that experience

in their subsequent activities.

study trips are an excellent means of arousing and

encouraging intellectual curiosity and a scientific at

titude on the part of the children; By means of these

they can study the community, watch other people at various

kinds of work, find the answers to their own questions, and

then came back to school where meanings are further clarified

by discussions, pictures, books, experimentation, consul-
13

tation and dramatic play.

2. Functioning of school ~ourney. The school

journey meets the functional demand of education which

has become three-fold: (1) to assist each individual

in developing his own personality to its fullest; (2)

to prepare the individual for adjustment to society;

and (3) to prepare the individual for helping to readjust

society. A school which draws its curriculum vitally out

of the society it serves occupies a position in relation

to human progress unparalleled by any institution.

13
Nelle Morris, Ohildhood Education, XV (April,

1939), 349.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHOOL JOURNEY

Nothing that is good is too good for the child;
no thought too deep; no toil 'too great; no work too
arduous; for the welfare of the child means happier
homes, better society, a pure ballot, and the per
petuity of republican institutions.l

Educators agree that progressive education is based

on the theory that schools should be adapted to the needs

of children and of the increasingly complex society in which

they should be trained to live. This theory has been practiced

since 1920 or longer, but mostly in exclusive private schools.

By 1940 the school journey was enriching the curriculum by

adjusting itself to the needs of the child and the work~a-

day world.

John Dewey said, "I would have a child say, not,' 'I
2

know~' but rather, 'I have experienced'." Education is not

a substitute for experience. The place to get experience

is in life. The way to get experience in a specific ac

tivity is to engage in that activity. Thus, one may be

1
G. Bromley Oxnam, "Ethical Idealism in a Changing

World," National Education Association Journal, XXIV (April,
1935), No. 4, p. 111.

2
John Dewey, Democr~ and Education (New York:

The Macmillan Company, 1916), p:-I79.
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likely to see progressive education an extension of the

principle of internship that has been worked so well in

medicine. Even the law schools may eventually abandon the

attempt to prepare students for the practice by putting

them through little fake experiences in the classroom and

in mock courts and may institute a- system of interning

law students under practicing lawyers after a sound and

careful education in the theory and principles of the law.

A changing schoo 1 demands a dynamic schoo1. Human

inertia will drag at progress. Inertia accounts for lifted

eyebrows, the raised voices. and the harangues heard re

garding new ventures in the field of elementary education.

It is not the man of the street alone who questions changes

in the schools. There are elementary-school principals

who do likewise. Afraid of an experimental method which

should sort what is effective from what is ineffective,

ultra-conservatives want, at all costs, to remain static,

undisturbed, untroubled, by "new-fangled" innovations.

Education needs to be more dynamically aware of the

factors and forces which operate in the complex, industrial

civilization. It needs to have a more definite program for

developing that degree of social literacy which a modern

industrial nation should possess if it is to take the dem

ocratic, rather than the dictatorial route to the solution
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of its problems.

I. THE USE OF THE SCHOOL JOURNEY

1 0 General. In planning the sC,hooi journey a first

essential to the teacher or supervisor is to make a survey

of the immediate and neighboring surroundings:

1. To list all available materials

2. To familiarize himself with their location

and avenues of approach and the. special features and pur'

poses they will serve

This will require several exploratory expeditions.

but teachers will find survey work wonderfully inter

esting. New materials are a matter of constant discovery.

When a survey is made by a supervisory official and the

teaching corps. it becomes an ideal educational project.

The staff is divided into groups. Each group selects its

leaders and becomes responsible for a certain area. Re

ports are made by these groups at teachers' meetings and

the composite report furnishes the necessary data for the

entire school district.
.

The number of journeys will depend upon the importance

of materials and their relationships to the curriculum. Les

sons on or near the school plant should be conducted in the

3'
John D. Norton. Journal of the National Education

Association. XXIV (September. 1935T.~.
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regular recitation period; those within easy access of the

school, after school, or at the last period of the morning

or afternoon; if at some distance, on a Saturday morning

or holiday. Some journeys require the entire day. Proper

arrangements should be made with the school authorities.

For trips to museums, public buildings, industries, it

would be necessary to make arrangements for guides, vehi-

cles, et cetera.

The effectiveness of any .journey depends on the

readiness or need on the part of pupils and on the effi-

cient organization and planning of the trip. To allow

great numbers of children to wander aimlessly through

large museums without a real purpose or an absorbing in

terest, ju~t for the sake of exposing them to educative

possibilities, is a woeful waste of good school time •

. Moreover, the well planned journey is not complete

in itself. It holds a unique place in teaching, but it

should be considered as but a step in the procedure of

developing a lesson. Again in the study of many topics,

the journey is not the best visual aid available.

Nothing else could be substituted and bring the

same degree of effectiveness as a personal experience.

All the senses are brought into play to intensify the

appeal; one sees, one feels, one hears, one smells, and

all the sensory appeals respond cooperatively in bringing

educational and spiritual enlightenment to each individual.
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Something of the importance of the working together of all

the senses is expressed by Emerson in his poem, "Each and

All," when he speaks of his own experiences in the great

out-of-doors:

The delicate shells lay on the shore:
The bubbles of the late waves
Fresh pearls to the en~lgave

And the bellowing of the savage sea
Greeted their safe escape to me.
r wiped away the weeds and foam,
r fetched my sea born treasures home;
But the poor, unsightly, noisome things
Had left their beaut~ on the shore
With the sun and the sand and the wild uproar.

The out-of-doors is always enchanting and rarely fails

to call forth the noblest responses in both the child and

the adult. This type of journey offers splendid opportunity

for aesthetic enjoyment. which is after all a phase of

moral training.

Within the radius of a mile or two of most schools

may be found valuable exhibitions of the works of nature.

A trip to the shore line affords an opportunity to stUdy

the actions of waves, erosion. and strata of cliff sections.

A climb to the high elevation might contribute to a clearer

conception of valleys, river channels, deltas, or possible

islands, bays, harbors, and the like. Maps and word de

scriptions are of little value to immature children until

the reality of these features has been vividly established

in their minds. From a lofty height the pupils could obtain
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a general perspective which reveals relationships and

processes. and these could form the basis for future study.

Food. clothing. and shelter have always been man's

most vital needs, and his efforts to secure them have caused

most of the economic, social, and political disturbances

of civilization. It should be a part of the training of

every boy and girl to visit mills and factories in order

to gain first-hand information concerning the production

and manufacture of food, clothing, and shelter. It is not

enough to read and to see pictures of how cotton furnished

coats and dresses, or how the humble grain of wheat produces

bread; a more dramatic appeal is necessary to arouse gen-

uine "thinking" attention.

2. Specific. The Clinton Township schools of Ver

million County, Indiana. adopted the school journey as an

educational device in their progressive educational system,

1935-36. This system was organized into five consolidated

schools consisting of about one thousand elementary children.

Before the depression, these five schools were the center of

flourishing mining settlements. With the passing of the coa~

mining industry the remote rural districts were consolidated

into various large schools.

The consolidation of these rural districts made trans-

portation to school by bus necessary for approximately 50

per cent of the children. This produced a corps of eleven
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bus drivers who played an important part in the program

of sohool aotivities in oonneotion with the sohool journey.

The uniformity of the system used here in the sohool

journey was somewhat dependent upon the Township Teaohers'

Organization, whioh met monthly. At a general meeting held

in the fall of eaoh sohool year, the teaohers, trustee,

and parents outlined the sohool journeys to be made and

the bus drivers to be used for eaoh journey.

These sohool journeys were planned to oover the

industrial, historioal, and eduoational fields. The primary

as well as the more advanoed pupils were oonsidered in these

plans.

II. AN INDUSTRIAL JOURNEY

What part oan the sohool of an advanoing demooraoy
play in developing an understanding of the "teohniques
of progress?4

The sohool oan familiarize ohildren with eoonomic

and sooial prooesses that are going on all around them.

It oan reveal the evolutionary character of American life.

It oan point the existence of challenging problems, stimulate

interest in attaoking them, and train in individual and group

study teohniques. The goals are the stimulation of interest

4
Worth McClure, "Ideas from Atlantio City," National

Eduoation Assooiation Journal, XXIV (April, 1935), lIz.
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in pUblic questions and a sense of responsibility for the

general welfare, the mastery of methods of independent

thinking, the open mind--not the closed one.

To broaden the horizon of the elementary pupil along

the above lines, the industrial school journey has been

practiced in the Clinton Township ~chools as an effective

teaching aid. Annually, for the years 1936-1940, the

eighth grade pupils of Clinton Township schools, Vermillion

County, Indiana, have made an educational tour of the city

of Indianapolis.

After school officials gave their consent and ap

proval to the Clinton Township schools, contacts were made

with several places of interest to be visited on this trip.

Personnel managers were provided at most places to explain

in detail the workings of the plant, store, or public building.

. This trip was planned each year by the principal of

each school, working in cooperation with interested parents.

The expense of the trip was borne, in most cases, by the

Parent-Teacher Organization. Parents were urged to accom

pany the pupils. If each child was not accompanied by a

parent or a responsible adult, a written permit was obtained

from the parent or guardian.

Experience proved that a too extensive tour was

detrimental, so only one large industrial plant was visited

along with other minor places of educational value.

As tfme was so limited on such trips so far from home,
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much observation of educational value was made while riding

in the bus. Modes of transportation and the need of careful

observance of traffic rules were impressed upon the minds

of the children, as their bus became a part of the great

stream of vehicles going to the city.

I. AN INWSTRIAL JOURNEY TO THE. STATE' CAPITAL, INDIANAPOLIS,

INDIANA

A. Aims. To acquaint the p~pil with possibilities of

the work-a-day world

B. Assignments:

10 Locate the tour on a road map.

2. List points of interest to be visited.

3. Assign special reports for class recitation.

4. Correlate points of interest to be visited

with sUbjects of the curriculum.

C. Procedure. The pupils, teachers, and those making

the trip assembled at the school building at six-thirty

o'clock in the morning. The bus drivers were informed that

the route would be by the way of State Road 63 and National

Highways 36 and 41, which would lead them directly into the

city. The pupils and teachers were soon on their way.

The need of good highways of travel, well marked,

was appreciated by the pupils as their bus passed great

transport trucks carrying automobiles, farm machinery,
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live-stock, and grain to the various sections of the country.

Note was made of the different counties which were passed

through on the way.

About two and one half hours were required to reach

the city limits of Indianapolis. As the pupils neared their

destination, a silence fell over the group, for many of them

had never been in a large city before. Many had never had

the opportunity of observing other than their local home

environments.

The first place visited was Kingan's Packing Com

pany. The party was escorted through the different sections

of the plant by guides who explained the meat packing processes

in a clear and concise manner. Seeing the great quantities of

meat, lard, and by-products helped to clinch the importance

of the cattle and hog raising phase of agriculture. Too,

it showed how very dependent the home community and other

communities were upon an industry so remote.

When their visit here was completed, it was time

for lunch. Each pupil had been given the choice of either

buying his lunch or taking it from home, as this was not

included in the expenses of the trip. Instructions had

been given in ordering food at a restaurant, and the kind

of food necessary on so strenuous a trip. Since several

teachers accompanied the group, each teacher took a small

number of ' pupils and went to a nearby restaurant and had
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lunch. The lunch hour served as a period of rest and re

laxation.

Immediately after lunch, the pupils assembled at

the Bus Terminal and divided into small groups, and made

a hasty visit to Block's Department Store. To many of them,

the escalator was a wonder and to ride on one was a thrill.

They were spell-bound at the beauty and variety of the dif-

ferent departments.

Next the itinerary led the pupils to the State

House. Here they were met by the county representative

and taken to the Governor's office. The governor gave

them a very cordial welcome. One youngster was heard

to remark, "Oh my! Ibn't you feel important!" From here

they went to the Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument on the

Circle. Complimentary tickets from the State House of

ficials made it possible for all to go to the top of the

monument. An excellent chance was accorded the pupils of

seeing the plan of the city as it was copied from the plan

of the National Capital by the Frenchman, Major L'Enfont.

The statuary outside held a great interest for them.

Finally a visit was made to the Indiana World War

Memorial. The stately magnificence and solemnity of this

great structure seemed to impress the pupils more than any

thing thus far. They were thrilled at finding the names of

their school trustee and some other veterans of whom they
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had heard on the walls of the marble stairways leading

up to the Shrine Room.

Time and energy did not permit them to go farther.
:1
J The trip home after night was a mixture of weariness from
i

the rigors and speed with which the pupils were taken from

,( place to place, and a shouting singing group completely
I'I satisfied with the events of the trip.

II1 D. Activities:
:1
'1 1. Make a scrap book of pamphlets and literature

~ collected on the trip.
I

~i

~ 2. Correlate with other sUbjects of the curriculum.

~ 3. Give oral talks to pupils who did not go.
I,

4. General discussion. How is your local community

a part of the capital city?

III. A PRIMARY JOURNEY

Faster than fairies, faster than witches,
Bridges and houses, hedges and ditches,
And charging along like troops in a battle,
All through the meadows the houses and cattle
All o~ the sights of the hill and the plain
Fly as thick as driving rain;
Anq ever again in the wink of an eye,
Painted stations whistle by.5

Dr. Thomas H. Briggs, Professor of Education, Teachers

5
Robert Louis stevenson, "From a Railway Carriage."
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lightening.

I. A TRIP TO A RAILROAD STATION LOCATED IN TERRE HAUTE,

Ir..1DIANA

Dr. T. R. Briggs, New York Times Magazine, May 3,
6

1931.

College, Columbia University, defined education thus,

"teaohing boys and girls to do better the desirable things
6

that they are likely to do anyhow." To meet this defi-

nition the school should so arrange its teaching materials

and so organize its methods that through a unified plan it

may attain the purpose of Americaneduoation. Thus it is

evident that the only way to give ohildren a real under

standing of the world about them is to bring them into as

close a oontact as possible with.real life situations.

At the time of this study, a large percentage of

children had no knowledge of the train. Usually their

trips, long or short, were made by automobile. The ohild's

experience with the train was limited to seeing it pass

rapidly and easily as the automobile was brought to a stop

at the crossing by a flasher signal. This proved to be 

true in Grade One, of the Universal School, Clinton Town

ship, Vermillion County, Indiana. Only four of the twenty

six pupils had been on a train. It was decided that a trip

to Terre Haute station would prove most interesting and en-
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A. ~. To broaden the child's knowledge of the

world in which he lives

B. Assignments:

1. Collect pictures of trains.

2. Stories about trains were read and questions

similar to the following were asked:

a. What is a Pullman car?

b. What is a dining car?

c. Where do we put the mail on a train?

d. How does the engine start the train?

3. Creative drawings were encouraged to try to find

the extent of the pupil's knowledge of a train.

C. Procedure. When the pupils of Grade One came to

the unit on trains in the reader, permission was granted

by the school officials to take these pupils on an edu

cational tour. Permission was then obtained from each

child's parents. Six interested mothers accompanied the

teacher and principal on the journey. On the day of the

journey, there was great excitement as the school bus came

for the children and they climbed on and started on their

way.

As Terre Haute was a distance of fifteen miles, the

pupils took their lunches and spent the noon hour in the

park, arriving at the station just a short time before a
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train was due.

The children sat in the waiting room watching the

people buying tickets, magazines, candy, et cetera. Then

they went to the baggage room and watched the men getting

the baggage ready for the train. From here the pupils went

to the platform to see the train come. in. The children

watched the mail being loaded on the train. From here they

passed by the different coaches, noting the differences and

finding answers to the questions that the children had asked

at school. The assistant at the station took much interest

in the pupils' observations. He had the children come close

to the engine. Men were inspecting it. Something was wrong.

It had to be uncoupled and taken to the yards for repair.

Another large engine was brought to replace the first one.

The guide told them many interesting things and encouraged

them 'to ask questions. He told them to watch for the sand

that they would see falling on the track when the train

started and explained the purpose for it. The engineer

waved good-bye to the children and they returned to the

bus for the trip home.

D. Activities:

1. A-review of pictures that had been brought

to class.

2. Correlation with seat work.
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3. One boy brought his eleotrio train to sohool

and his father oame and assembled it.

4. A miniature railroad-station was oonstruoted;

wagons for baggage and mail were made and a tioket office

was built.

Interest was still at a high pitch at the close of

this unit. This journey proved to be so very satisfactory

that plans were made by the Parent-Teacher Organization

and interested parents for a similar one in 1941. In the

meantime arrangements will be made for a short ride on the

train if possible from Olinton, Indiana, to Terre Haute,

Indiana, a distance of about fifteen miles.

IV. A HISTORICAL JOURNEY

AMERIOA

The land of all lands in the whole world to me
Is the home of the brave and the land of the free,
Where forest and field make a vision most fair,
And liberty's felt in each breath of the air.

--Henry Van Dyke

If one wishes to be progressive in education, one

should be alert to the modern methods of teaching. The

inclusion of new devices like the motion picture, the radio,'

new styled books and magazines, and many other innovations

which teachers use make the child conscious that the four

walls of the classroom do not confine his learning activities.

While it is not new for the school to take journeys



revolutionary army, the venturesome Clark was able'to defeat

the British under General Hamilton and his Indian allies.

Gibault went ahead of the little backwoods army, preparing

the French outposts for the coming of the Americans. Vigo

aided Clark financially and materially in order that he

might fight the British.
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George Rogers Clark led his little band of Virginia

and Kentucky pioneers west to Kaskaskia on the Mississippi

in 1778, where he first met Father Gibault and Francis Vigo.

Gibault was a Catholic missionary-priest. Vigo was an Italian

trader who had come to this country with the Spanish army and

then withdrew his allegiance.

By aid received from Gibault and Vigo and the little

of various sorts, it becomes more important because of

current trends for every school to include a historical

tour in its programs and to include such a program in the

school activities the teacher should be able to justify

it by results expected.

History tells a story of three kindred spirits who

found each other in a struggle to conquer the West. A

government and its people which soon forgot the good of

their contemporaries let them all go unrewarded at the

time. However, at this late date, their deeds are to be

recalled and commemorated in a beautiful and fitting memo

rial.
<

I
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A. Aims:

I. A HISTORICAL JOURNEY TO THE CITY OF VINCENNES, INDIANA

B. Assignments:

1. To stimulate in the pupil an appreciation of the

ideals of a great American

2. To study the values of a fitting memorial

3. To show that the history of Indiana is an integral

part of the history of the Old Northwest Territory

Thus runs a brief summery of the winning of the

Old Northwest Territory and territorial Indiana. How

many elementary pupils in their study of the history of

Indiana remember the signifioance of the work of those

three great men and makers of Indiana history by simple

studying printed material within the confines of the class

room? A trip to the locality where the culminating activ

ities ~ook place would stamp it permanently in their minds.

It would impress them and arouse a feeling of gratification

toward men so great and such outstanding characters in

history.

It has been customary each spring late in April or

early in May for the classes in Indiana history in the schools

of Clinton Township, Vermillion County, Indiana, to make a

historical journey to the city of Vincennes.
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1. Locate Vincennes on a road map and trace the

journey planned.

2. Review the life of George Rogers Clark.

3. Emphasize the part George Rogers Clark played

in the early history of Indiana.

4. List places of interest to be visited in Vin-

cennes:

a. The Memorial

b. Lincoln Memorial Bridge

c. Old Cathedral and the library

d. The old French Cemetery

e. The grave of Colonel Francis Vigo

f. The Old Legislative Hall·

g. Treaty Tree

h. The William Henry Harrison Mansion

C. Procedure. At seven thirty o'clock on a Saturday

morning early in May the members of the Indiana history

class, the principal of the school, the teacher of the class,

and interested patrons assembled at the school house ready for

a trip to the historic city of Vincennes. The journey was

made by busses, and it was sponsored by the Parent-Teacher

Organization of the school.

After the trip was well on the way one youngster

I was heard to remark, "I wonder what George Rogers Clark
\I would say if he could see us traveling in this motor vehicle

~I
.1,','·
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\
j to visit plaoes he made famous in history?" From this
l!

1

,,,

":I

remark a lively disoussion was inaugurated whioh lasted

for the greater part of the trip. At the time of this

partioular journey the lowlands of the Wabash River were

flooded as a result of reoent rains. This oondition aided

in impressing upon the youngsters "the diffioulties that

Clark had in winning the Northwest Territory from the

British, as muoh of the lowlands were flooded at that

time as is reoorded in history~

It required two and one half hours to make the

journey. The first plaoe visited was the Memorial, 10

oated on the banks of the Wabash River on the exaot site

of old Fort Saokville, whioh Clark oaptured from Hamilton.

The pupils were met by the oaretakers who invited them in,

and as they stood in the oenter of the oiroular room at the

foot' of a beautiful statue of Clark, he told them briefly

the story of the winning of the Old Northwest, and explained

in a very able manner the signifioanoe of eaoh of the seven

large murals that adorn the walls of the memorial.

From here the ohildren strolled aoross the large

landsoaped plaza to the Linooln Memorial Bridge that spans

the Wabash River. Some remarked at the beauty and grandeur

of the river at this point and how appropriate it was to have

built suoh a fitting memorial there. Many took pictures

of the memorial and bridge.
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A trip through the old Cathedral and Cathedral

Library proved very interesting.

During the lunch hour, the pupils loitered through

the business districts of the city. The narrowness of the

streets and the architectural designs of some of the buildings

in comparison to the newer parts of the city revealed the

age of the historic town.

At one-thirty o'clock, the children assembled at

the busses and were driven to the old Legislative Hall,'

which stands as a relic in a beautiful grove not far from

the banks of the river. This was interesting because of

the contrast made between it and the present Capitol building

at Indianapolis. (This same group of children 'had been on

an educational journey to the state capital earlier in the

school year.) From here the itinerary led them to the'

grave of Colonel Francis V1go and by the site of the home

of Alice of Old Vinoennes, and thence to the William Henry

Harrison Mansion. A complete tour through the house along

with an attendant who gave an interesting lecture about

articles of furniture and the arrangement of the rooms

in the house proved to be one of the high lights of the

historioal journey. Postcard pictures were bought by many

for the purpose of making scrap books.

The journey home was uneventful. but the pupils en

joyed themselves by exohanging ideas and observations made
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in Vincennes.

D. Activities:

1. Make a scrap book of pictures and booklets

obtained on the journey.

20 Trace on an outline map of the United States

the itinerary of George Rogers. Clark.

3 0 Correlate experiences with other classroom

activities:

a. English compositions; oral and written

b. The geography of the country, and its

likely aid or hindrance to such an enterprise

V. EDUCATION DAY AT THE INDIANA STATE FAIR

Conscious education aims to improve life. It must
begin then with the world and, life and human nature
as they are, and find in these the ways and means of

'making life better. 7

If the proponents of progressive education want to

realize the success of their theories, they should be awake

to all opportunities for the possible practice of such.

Knowing that one lives in a constantly changing world, the

average adult can scarcely comprehend the significance of

many of the changes that take place under his very observation.

7
William Heard Kilpatrick, A Reconstructed Theory of

the Educative Process (New York: Bureau of PUblications, -
Teachers College Columbia University, 1935), p. 2.
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In the fields of science, engineering, literature, music,

and arts, improvements made from year to year are almost

inconceivable. What better way to impress upon the mind

of the boy or girl of elementary school age the fact that

he or she is living in a seething laboratory than the ex

periences he or she would have on-a journey to a State

Fair where much of this progress could be assimilated?

The intrinsic value of seeing so many sides of the

civic and occupational life of·the state, which only the

Fair portrays, would leave an indelible impression.

One of the annual goals of the Parent-Teacher Or

ganizations of Clinton Township, Vermillion County, Indiana,

has been to build up the treasury in order that they would

be able to sponsor a journey for the pupils of the eighth

grade to the Indiana state Fair on Educational Day. This

edueational journey helped to launch the year's work with

enthusiasm and zest. It made the child conscious of the

importance of the narrow little realm in which he moved

constantly and of his part in that rapidly changing world.

I. A JOURNEY OF EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS TO INDIANA STATE FAIR

ON EDUCATIONAL DAY

A. Aims:

1. To give the pupil a brief view of the many

sides of'Indiana's civic and occupational life
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2. To acquaint the pupil with the many natural

resources of Indiana

3. To help the pupil to see the value and purpose

of the state Fair

B. Assignments:

1. Examine state Fair·booklets for preliminary

study of points of interest.

2. Find out whether some one from your locality will

have articles of food. clothing. or live stock on display.

3 0 Make a carefully planned schedule for the day's

itinerary.

c. Procedure. On Education Day at Indiana state Fair

a fleet of eleven school busses conveyed two hundred twenty

five eighth grade pupils. accompanied by parents and teachers.

to the fair. There was much value in the trip alone, as a

state Police escort was furnished for the greater part of

the way. The traffic was heavy, and the necessity for care

ful observance of all safety rules was very evident. As the

busses neared the fair grounds, a car tried to drive between

two of the busses. The state Police quickly and efficiently

dealt with the situation. That little incident. while it

seemed triVial. taught the pupils a lesson as to the part

the Indiana state Police play in the safety program.

When the busses arrived at the fair grounds, each
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teacher was given charge of a small group of pupils and

a suggested list of places of interest. Before becoming

separated the teachers and pupils all agreed to be at their

respective busses at 'four o'clock in the afternoon. In

structions were given as to what to do in case anyone became

separated from his group. Then each group went on his way.

Many pupils were attracted by the Historical Pag-

eant and retired to the grand stand. This was a commemoration

of President Harrison and the part he played in the history

of Indiana.

In the Clinton Township schools, music had taken an

important place in the curriculum, and when the school bands

marched before the grand stand, the pupils were deeply im

pressed by the different types of leaders, uniforms, drum

majors, and the quality of music played.

Too much space would be required to tell in detail

the various things that held the pupils' interest. Evidently

each group made the best of every minute of time allotted.

While it was true that all the places visited were

conducive both to pleasure and knowledge, the teachers were

afraid that their schedule had been a little too strenuous

and the law of diminishing returns might show up in the form

of mental and physical fatigue to the extent that mental

impressions might not stand out clearly. This did not

prove to·be the case, however.
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At the specified hour, all were at the busses

ready to start for home. The trip home gave an excellent

opportunity for the teachers to catch the reaction of such

a day's journey from sketches of conversations over the

day's events. Needless to say it was a day well spent,

from both a social and educational standpoint.

D. Activities:

1. Make a scrap book.

a. File interesting material collected at the

fair.

b. Display collections.

20 Correlate with class study.

a. Write English compositions.

b. Figure cost of trip to each individual and

then as a whole.

c. Note rapid progress in methods of farming,

since Indiana is chiefly an agricultural state.

d. Compare the modern school and the old type.

e. Add some memento of trip to the school museum.

VI. AN EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY TO A CORN HUSKING BEE

Heap high the farmers' wintery hoard,
Heap high the golden corn,
No richer gift has autumn poured
From out her lavish horn.

From "Corn Song"--John Greenleaf Whittier
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I. AN EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY TO THE NATIONAL CORN HUSKING

CONTEST

A. Aims:

1. To learn how the corn industry has developed

in this country

2. To learn how corn ranks in importance in the

United States

3. To note the modern methods of cultivation

of corn

B. Assignments:

1. Find Indiana's ranking as a corn state.

2. Study of the cultivation of corn made.

a. Soil

b. Preparation of soil

c. Climate

d. Harvesting

e. Storing

3. Users of corn

a. As a food for man

b. As a food for animals

C. Procedure. At the opening of school in September

much interest was aroused in the agriculture class of the

Fairview School in Clinton Township, Vermillion County,

Indiana, because Indiana was chosen for the National Corn
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Husking Oontest.

Plans at onoe were l~id for taking the olass to

see this event. The first step was, 'to find out how the

parents felt toward suoh an undertaking. Notes were sent

home by eaoh member of the olass. Answers were reoeived

from all.'

One of t~e large sohool busses was obtained to make

the trip. Parents ,were urged to aooompany the group. On

the morning of -Ootober 12, 193.9, at seven 0' olook a very

enthusiastio gro~p of boys ranging in ages from eleven

to fifteen years set out on an exoursion of about one hun-

dred miles to Newtown, Fountain Oounty, Indiana. They were

aooompanied by the prinoipal, the teaoher, and several parents.

Aside from the value of the journey from an agrioul

tural standpoint, note was made of the fine net-work of high

ways in oentral and northern Indiana. The need of suoh roads

in an agrioultural region was mentioned. The ease with which

roads could be built in this seotion of the state as compared

with that of southern Indiana too was disoussed. The class

reaohed its destination about ten o'olook that morning. They

were amazed at the great throng far and near. Here the

great need of systematic organization of traffic and close

observance of traffic signals was seen. There was a complete

display of modern farm machinery.

The husker wagons were drawn through the field
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by tractors. This was rather an unusual sight for most'

of them, as only a small percentage of these boys lived

on farms.

When the contest was over, and it came time to

start home, one member of. the party was missing. In order

to save time the principal went to the broadcasting station

that WLS had set up for the day's use and announced that

the bus load.of pupils from the Fairview School was ready

to go, and would James stout report to the bus at once~

This brought very vividly to the youngsters one of the

important uses of the radio.

So very important have been agriculture, trans

portation, and communication in the lives of people in this

modern civilization, that personal contact made with them

on such an occasion as this helped to justify the school

joUrney as an educational device.

D. Activities:

1. Give written and oral reports of the trip.

2. Add any literature or pamphlets obtained

to the scrap book.

30 Add any article or mementos to the school

museum.

4. Find out the amount of corn raised in Indiana

during 1936.
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tools.

I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.
A tree whose hungry mouth is press
Against the earth's sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day,
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;
A tree that may in summer wear
A nest of robins in her hair;
Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who intimately lives with rain,
Poems are made by fools like me,
But only God can make a tree.

--Joyce Kilmer

TREES

VII. AN EDUCATIONAL AND l"LEASURE JOURNEY

TO A STATE PARK
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,

5. Illustrate and discuss the use of corn husking

B. Assignments:

1. Locate on an Indiana Road Map the various state

A. Aims:

10 To develop in the child a love of natural beauty

AN EDUCATIONAL AND PLEASURE JOURNEY TO TURKEY RUN STATE

parks.

and a sense of civic pride

2. To enable the child to learn for himself that

Indiana ranks among the "beauty-spots" of America

I.
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2. Locate Turkey Run state Park with reference

to remoteness or nearness to local community.

3. Find significance of the name of Turkey Run.

4. List points of interest to observe.

C. Procedure. During the years 1935-1940 the eighth

grade pupils of the Clinton Township, Schools of Vermillion

County, Indiana, have made an educational and pleasure

journey to one of the state parks.

Since the second semester's work in the field of

social sciences included the geography and history of Indiana,

a trip to one of the nearby "beauty-spots," usually included

a journey to Turkey Run. It was located in an adjacent

county just east of Vermillion County. It was this area

of scenic beauty that inspired Indiana's system of state

pa~ks.

The trip to the state park was sponsored by the

class. The pupils were accompanied by teachers and some

parents. The principal urged as many parents to accompany

them as possible.

This school journey climaxed the program of educa-.

tional journeys for the school year. While it was one for

pleasure, it had an intrinsic educational value. The child

was impressed with the need of conservation of the state's

natural resources.
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Too. the pupils were impressed with the need of'

having a great many competent people to keep the state

parks in condition that they might be available for pUblic

enjoyment.

Since it was plea$ure combined with study indi

rectly, this joupney helped to leave a good taste for their

elementary school years.

D. Activities:

1. Write an account of the journey for the school

paper. A committee selects the best oneso

2. Mount in the scrap book the pictures taken while

on this journey.

VIII. OBSTACLES

It has been oharged that American teachers make

their method too largely of the lecture and textbook type;

that children have associated, to too great an extent, the

four walls of the classroom. the school book, and the desk

with the act ·of learning, whereas they should be ready to

learn from the world at large. The child should know the

world in which he lives. He should be introduced to it

early and encouraged to solve its mysteries. The school

journey has provided an avenue for these obstacles.

Another obstacle has been the great overload on

teachers and the difficulty of caring for enormous numbers
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of children. Eventually, with more training and organiza-

tion along the line of the school journeys this obstacle

will be overcome.



-CHAPTER V

TRENDS, SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. TRENDS

We shall prosper as we learn to dignify and
glorify labor and put brains and skill into the
common occupations of life.l

Improved means of transportation within the past

century have made it possible for hundreds to travel as

contrasted with one that traveled in earlier times. Travel

has become a new form of enjoyment and a new means of in

struction. The novelty of unfamiliar scenes, the glamour

of famous historic places, and the fascination of nature

all engage the mind and bring home to it the beautiful

panorama of the great world in which one lives.

Heretofore, ideas or talk of travel created envy

in the heart of the teacher who had to spend the vacation

time studying or going to school. Opportunities for actually

enjoying act.ivities mentioned were for those who had money

and leisure time. However, from an extensive research, on~

finds that there has been a great trend toward a correlation

1
G. Bromley Oxnam, "Ethical Idealism in a Changing

World," National Education Association Journal, :XXIV (April,
1935), No. 4, p. 111.
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of the unfamiliar scenes; the glamour of famous historic

places and the fascination of nature with the current edu

cational program.

The school journey has a definite place in the edu

cational set-up. It is not confined to the college student,

but pupils in the elementary grades are included as well.

Since the introduction of the school journey in the

Chicago schools by Francis Parker, the trend has rapidly

grown to make it a part of t~e regular school curriculum.

It has become a common sight to see school groups

in the national and state parks, at natural curiosities,

in art galleries and museums, at local industries, at

government centers, and at historic and literary shrines.

Cities, counties, and townships are increasingly providing

busses, not only for the transportation of pupils to and

from school buildings, but for school journey use as well.

The Speyer Junior High School, Columbia University's

Experimental School, and the Cleveland Experimental School

are examples of where the entire school moved into the

environment which supplied the natural settings and concrete

situations for study. The Riardon School of Highland Falls,

New York, was one of the several institutions that fre

quently moved a class and sometimes the entire school

into such situations •

.One year a group from Riardon School moved to Wash

ington, D. C., where they spent three months studying the
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National Government: meeting the officials, seeing first-

hand how the business of a nation is conducted.

II. GENERAL SUMMARY

The belief that the teacher should develop within

the child an intelligent individuality and not make him

into a mere intellectual absorber has become part of a

most aggressive and scientific attaok on the educational

set-up. If progress in education is to be made, one can

not be too much concerned with how much the child learns

in the academic sense, but be vitally concerned with how

much he derives from his work in a human personal sense.

Any progressive school system should believe in al

lowing the child to deoide what he wants to do, because

psychology of human nature has taught and proved that the

child will not profit from doing what he does not want to

do.

Many parents, as well as many teachers, throughout

America realize the potential power of the school journey

to supplement the traditional classroom routine and to en

liven the process of education.

The sohool journey enjoys an advantage over every

other medium of instruotion yet devised by educators in

their oapacity to oolleot or ooncentrate information and

record human oonduct. The sohool journey is the chief
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means of bringing the child face to face with the activ-

ities of the great world of which he is a part.

It is difficult in the daily routine of the class

room to acquaint children with very many of the complicated

careers and ways of earning one's liVing that are offered

in modern society. The introduction of the school journey

as an educational device does not mean a revolution in edu

cation, but an evolution. It is only an expansion. It

portrays what the printed page and the activities of the

classroom has been unable to do.

The school journey as an integral part of the daily

program seems highly justified from the results thus far

experienced in education. What children see about them in

their own experience will mean more than anything one tries

to tell them. Too, the school journey offers an excellent

means of indirectly carrying out the guidance program to

the fullest extent and realizing the fruits of one's labor

in that respect.

The objective of the Clinton Township schools of Ver

million County, Indiana, in setting up a program of school

journeys was to seek to make education an inherent part

of life rather than a mere learning about life. It hoped

to provide the opportunity for each individual to build a

personality able and disposed to independent thought.

-A review of those journeys that were highlights in the
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program of school journeys has been given. Many other

eduoational journeys of local industries in nearby cities

and towns that required only a few hours were included in

the program. Not only the pupils of the eighth grade but

also all the other pupils from the first grade to the eighth

grade were included in the program of school journeys, and

they beoame partioipants as the teaoher felt the need in

their daily plans.

III. CONCLUSIONS

A review of the disoussion and application of the

school journey in this study revealed that the school

journey proved a very praotioal eduoational device ex

tending into various educational fields in the Clinton

Township sohools, Vermillion County, Indiana. Socially

it 'furnished a cooperative enterprise and a basis for a

guidance program. It improved the imagery and gave correot

oonoepts, and also gave a more sympathetic understanding

of the industries upon which they are dependent.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following is a suggested prooedure for carrying

out an effeotive program:

1. Make definite arrangements with industrial

and business firms, museums, parks, for visits, and have
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such persons impressed with the importance of the scheme

as an educational enterprise.

2. Arrange for a guide to escort the class on

a visit, and acquaint the guide as thoroughly as possible

with the purpose of the ~isit. Get information regarding

occupations and industries in addition to Chamber of Commerce

publicity.

3. Obtain definite approval of the scheme by

the board of education and principal. With such approval

in written form the teacher is protected from possible criti

cism and responsibility.

4. Have a definite scheme for transportation

of pupils, including their return to the school grounds.

Do not let some pupils linger in the places visited or

leave the group at unauthorized points.

5. Obtain the signatures of parents approving

the program for their children. If parents object, leave

the children in charge of some other instructor or in the

study hall.

6. Make a complete plan for each trip; establish
.

the objectives to be attained, the facts to be learned, the

experiences to be gained, and the possible future use of the

material for class discussion.

7. Make the pupils fully familiar ahead of time

with the objectives and the plan for carrying out the program.
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If possible have printed or mimeographed forms for the

pupils, making it easy for them to fill in the necessary

information. If such forms are used, there should be ample

room for individuality in expression.

8. Have pupils make oral and written reports on

their observations. By learning what was most interesting

to each pupil the instructor will gain valuable data regard

ing their interests and aptitudes. Cooperate with the English

department and let the visits be used as subjects for essays.

The following outline gives an ideal plan for a

school journey:

I. AN IDEAL PLAN OF A SCHOOL JOURNEY AS AN EDUCATIONAL

DEVICE

A. Time. At intervals during the school year

B. Aims:

1. General:

a. To broaden the child's scope of the world

about him through concrete experiences

b. To cultivate a spirit of alertness

2. Specific:

a. To develop the child's keenness of observation

to the special points of interest

b. To inspire a determination to meet and to

solve situations met
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c. Procedure:

1. Make necessary arrangements with:

a. School authorities

b. Places to be visited

c. Parents

d. Pupils

2. Report arrangements

D. Initiating the Journey:

1. Teacher preparation

a. Route

b. Reference

c. Material

d. Place

2. Develop the reason for the journey with the

pupils. either during a group activity or correlated with

academic sUbjects.

3. Election of class officers, an activity in

civics or social studies

4. Teacher may guide pupils to list the activities

to be connected with the unit. With the class president ~n

charge. each pupil or a group of pupils may select an activity

as:

a. Transportation

(I). Method
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(II). Arrange time and date of departure

and return

b. Schedule of places to be visited

c. SecUring school officials permission (A

pupil interviews and reports.)

d. Seouring permission from those in charge

of places to be visited.

(I). Local (Call in person)

(II). Remote·(Write a letter)

e. Finance

(I). An enthusiastic Parent-Teacher Or

ganization has sponsored several school journeys for the

schools of Clinton Township, Vermillion County, Indiana,

principally, the longer tours that require more than $10.00.

The shorter local journeys are financed by the class taking

the trip and they raise the money required in several dif-

ferent ways.

f. Instructions preceding the journey

(I). Special reports given on points of

interest to be visited. Use textbooks and encyclopaedias

for these.

(II). Use clippings of interest if possible.

Secure newspapers from places to be visited when possible.

Contact people who have visited places of interest.

(III). Study road maps; get route well in

mind.
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g. Instructions enroute

(I)~ Pupil conduct enroute is stressed;

one pupil in charge of discussion and others contribute

to proper behavior.

(II). Pu~il discussion on what to observe

while enroute

h. Instructions on arrival (Teacher-pupil

activity)

. (I). The definite lesson: pupils utilizing

initiative, self activity, observation; teacher guiding

the organization of the pupil observation.

i. The return

(I). Exchange of ideas, freely discussing

experiences

(II). As an English correlation write- an

aC'count for local newspaper. The best is selected by a

vote from the class.

j. The follOW-Up

(I). Pupil reports

(II). Discussion and evaluation

(III). Correlating experiences and their

lives

k. APpraisal of the journey

(I). Teaching values

(A). Enriches

(B). Socializes
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(C). Mot ivat es

(II). Constructive application to pupil

attitudes, habits, and skills

Urge parents to aocompany children on a school jour

ney. If a functioning Parent-Teachers Organization is not

organized, call a meeting of th~ parents concerned. Talk

over the plans and ask for volunteers to accompany you.

Extend an invitation to all parents concerned. There are

always a few pUblio spirited., interested parents. This

has untold value in bringing the home and the school into

close cooperative relationship.

As a means of broadening the school horizon, of

stimulating new interests, and of promoting teamwork

among parents, teaohers, and pupils, the school journey

has proved of inestimatable value. It offers a field for

most fruitful results in further study and experimentation.

Seemingly, then, the elementary ourriculum should be based

on study both of the world to which the pupil should adapt

himself and of the nature of the pupil and the way his

personality reacts to this worldly stimulus. Evidently

the school journey affords a versatile and varied teaching

equipment which orients the pupil in selecting patterns

for living a really useful life.
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HILLTOP PHILOSOPHY

The trodden road's the safe road,
But I would gladly fling

Caution to the four winds
And go adventuring.

A new road or no road,
For me I would not mind.

Any road's the right road
That leaves the world behind.

That leaves the world to worry-
And leaves the world to fret.

I would take the high road-
The hill road-and forget!

TO-day I took the hill road-
It made my heart rejoice.

But tonight I hear the calling
Of another voice.

'Tis that of the trodden road
That leads into the town

And I must take that beaten road
And soon be going down.

For my heart is filled with wonder
How things are going now.

Perhaps there's something I can do-
That only I know how.

While dreaming on the hilltop
Something was remiss;

At last, with thought, I figured out
And know that it is this:

You can't enjoy the freedom
Of a sunny hilltop goal

If life and love have given you
A path-beaten soul.

A soul so full of little roads,
No matter where you roam,

They'll outlead all other roads
And lead you back--to home!

--Alma Leggett Lonsdale
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